
Fratal Renewal Theory, Arsine distributionPACS numbers: I. RENEWAL THEORYThe ounts of a Geiger ounter, arrivals of photons to a detetion devie, and many other pro-esses, are registered as dots on the time axis. We onsider a measurement in the time interval (0; t),events our on the set of dots 0 < t1 < t2 < � � � tn < t < tn+1 (1)where the random number of events in (0; t) is n. The time between suessive events, is alled the waitingor sojourn time �1 = t1 and �i = ti � ti�1. The time B = t� tn is named the bakward reurrene timeand E = tn+1 � tn is the forward reurrene time. When the f�igs are mutually independent identiallydistributed random variables with a ommon PDF  (�) the proess is alled a renewal proess. Namely,to generate the proess we draw �1 from  (�), and then t1 = �1 is determined, we then draw �2 using (�) whih yields t2 = t+�2. The proess is renewed until we obtain tn+1 > t.FIGURE FOR DEFINITION OF TIMES?A. Number of RenewalsLet Pn(t) be the probability of n events in (0; t),Pn(t) = h� (tn < t < tn+1)i (2)with � (tn < t < tn+1) = � 1 if tn < t < tn+10 otherwize: (3)Eq. (2) means that the realizations of the random proess satisfying the ondition tn < t < tn+1 haven jump events. The average h� � �i is over all squenes of �i, as we soon explain. The Laplae t ! stransform of Pn(t) is P̂n (s) = hZ 10 dte�st� (tn < t < tn+1)i= he�stn � e�stn+1s i: (4)We use tn =Pni=1 �i and the independene of the f�igs to �ndhe�stni =  ̂n (s) (5)where  ̂(s) is the Laplae transform of  (�) ̂ (s) = Z 10 e�s� (�) : (6)Similarly he�stn+1i =  ̂n+1 (s). Hene using Eq. (5) we haveP̂n(s) =  ̂n(s)1�  ̂(s)s : (7)



2The same result an be derived in a seond way. Let Qn(t)dt be the probability that the nthevent is in the interval (t; t+ dt). In this aseQn+1 (t) = Z t0 Qn (t� �) (�)d�; (8)and using onvolution theorem of Laplae transformQ̂n+1(s) = Q̂n (s)  ̂ (s) : (9)Sine the PDF of t1 is  (t1) we have Q1(t) =  (t) and hene Q̂n(s) =  ̂n (s). The probability of notmaking a jump in (0; t) is W (t) = 1� Z t0  (�)d�: (10)The probability of n events in (0; t) isPn(t) = Z t0 Qn (t� �)W (�) d�: (11)The equation means that the nth renewal event took plae at time t� � and then in the interval (t� �; t)no events was reorded. Using onvolution theorem of Laplae transform Eq. (11) and Eq. (10) give Eq.(7). We assumed that the proess begun at time t = 0 and hene the PDF of t1 is  (t1). In themathematial literature suh a renewal proess is alled non-equilibrium renewal proess. It means thatwe start the proess immediately after we reord an event in the measurement devie. More generallythe origin of time t = 0 does not oinide with a renewal event, as we disuss later.In this setion we will onsider waiting PDFs whih behave like ̂(s) � � 1�As� + � � � ase 1 0 < � < 11� h�is + � � � ase 2 (12)when s is small. As mentioned already for ase 1, the PDF behaves like  (�) / ��(1+�) for � < 1 andthe mean waiting time is in�nite. For ase 2 the mean waiting time is h�i and we also assume that allmoments of  (�) are �nite.It is easy to obtain hn̂ (s)i, the Laplae transform of hn(t)i using Eq. (7)hn̂ (s)i = 1Xn=0nP̂n (s) =  ̂ (s)s h1�  ̂ (s)i : (13)Using the small s behavior we have hn̂ (s)i � 1=(As�+1), for ase 1. This yields the long time behaviorCHECK hn (t) � ( t�A�(1+�) ase 1th�i ase 2: (14)An intuitive reasoning for the t� behavior is that we must replae h�i in hn (t)i � t=h�i, with h�i =R t0 � (�)d� ' t1��, hene hn(t)i / t=t1�� = t�.q1 Show that P1n=0 Pn(t) = 1.q2 Find exat expression for the Laplae transform of hn(n� 1)i2.q3 Find the long time behavior of hn2i � hni2 when htaui and h�2i are �nite.q4 For � < 1 �nd the leading long time behavior of hn2(t)i � hn(t)i2.



3q5 Consider a ase when  (t) / t�(1+�) and 1 < � < 2. Find hn(t)i and hn2(t)i � hn(t)i2 in the limitof large t.q6 Assume that  (�) = R exp(�R�) �nd Pn(t), hni and hn2i � hni2. In this Poissonian ase hn2i �hni2 = hni so the variane is equal to the mean.q7 Assume  (�) = l�;1;1(�) is a one sided stable PDF whose Laplae transform is exp(�s�), �nd Pn(t)in terms of the umulative distribution L�(t) = R t0 l�;1;1(�)d�:q8 Consider a non-equilibrium renewal proess, desribed by a waiting time PDF  (�). Find theLaplae transform of the probability that between time t and t +�t a renewal event takes plae,where �t is small. Analyze your result for the ase when the waiting time is exponential  (�) =exp(��) and � > 0. Find the probability in the limit of long times, for ases where the averagewaiting time is either �nite or in�nite.B. Resonane FluoreseneConsider a single atom interating with a ontinuous wave laser �eld. When an eletroni energylevel of the atom is in resonane with the laser �eld we may use a two level system approximation. Theground state is denoted with jgi and the exited state is jei. The laser �eld exites the atom from itsground state to the exited state, a photon is then emitted and the proess is then renewed (sine theatom after the emission is in the ground state). Thus the stream of photons emitted from the atom yieldsa renewal proess. Due to fundamental interest in the birht of photons, this problem was extensivelyinvestigated in the quantum optis ommunity. Many methods were used to obtain the photon statistis,and we use a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian approah. We denote the life time of the exited state with1=� and the non Hermitian Shr�odinger equation readsi _� = �H � i�2 jeihej��: (15)The �i�jeihej term desribes the deay of the exited state due to the proess of spontaneous emission ofa photon. The Hamiltonian H desribed the interation of the laser �eld with the atom (within rotatingwave approximation) H = 
2 (jgihej+ jeihgj): (16)Here 
 is the Rabi frequeny whih is a measure for the strength of the laser �eld and is also proportionalto the transition dipole moment of the atom. For our purpose the initial onsition is the ground state.In Eq. (15) there is no trae of the energy gap between the ground and exited state �h!0 neither of thelaser frequeny !L. This is beause within rotating wave approximation, and for our ase where !L = !0(hene the term resonane oursesene) the two fequenies anel out.The physial interpertation of the wave funtion is not the stantard one sine the Hamiltonianis not Hermitian. Instead P0(t) = h�(t)jj�(t)i is the probability of not emitting a photon in the timeinterval (0; t). This probability is deaying in time due to the non Hermitian part of the Hamiltonian.The PDF of waiting times between emission events is (�) = �dP0(�)d� : (17)In measurements the number of photons emitted in (0; t) is reorded. Here we do not onsider the problemof detetion eÆieny, neither the angular dependene of the emitted photons, namely all photons emittedare assumed ounted. A measure of photon statistis is Mandel's Q parameterQ = hn2i � hni2hni � 1: (18)If the photon statistis is Poissonian then Q = 0. Indeed if we measure the photon statistis from largeensemble of independet atoms we expet Poissonian behavior. For a single emitter the emmision is not



4Poissonian. Two e�ets are important. First, immediately after the emission of a photon the atom annotemit a seond photon, sine there is a reovery time. Namely the physial proess of exiting the atom,i.e. bringing the atom from the ground state to the exited state takes time (atually this is only ametaphore sine emissions an take plae when the atom is in a superposition of states). This means thatphotons seem to "repel eah other" on the time axis an e�et alled anti bunhing. Seondly the emmisionevents are orrelated on the time axis (even though the proess is a simple renewal!) due to the famousRabi osillations. To understand this note that in the absene of photon emission the laser populatesthe exited state periodially, with a frequeny whih is the Rabi frequeny 
. If we mentally turn onthe emission proess there is an inreasing likely hood of emission when the atom is in the exited state.Hene when � ' 
 the photon will tend to be emitted on rabi yles. If the photons are emitted with aonstant time interval between emissions (maximum orrelations) we have Q = �1. With a ontinuouswave laser �eld this limit annot be reahed,however we do �nd sub-Poissonina behaviorQ = � 6
2�2(�2 + 2
2)2 : (19)When 
 ! 0 (weak laser �eld) and 
 ! 1 the statistis is Poissonian Q = 0, sine for very strong orvery weak laser �elds photons emitted are not orrelated on the time axis. For example if 
 is small thetime between emissions is very large (say an hour!) hene physially we expet the emission times notto be orrelated and hene Q ! 0. In ontrust if the laser is strong (large Rabi frequeny) then withinthe limits of the model, we expet again Poissonian statistis, sine the population of the exited state isvery fast and the relaxation from that state is exponential with a rate �.3.1 Show that [Carmihael℄ (�) = 4�
2j�2 � 4
2je���=2sinh2 p�2 � 4
24 �! (20)for a two level atom in the proess of resonane uoresene when the detuning is zero. Notiethe ritial Rabi frequeny whih marks the transition between over damped and under damped(osillatory) types of behaviors for  (�).3.2 Find the short time behavior of  (�) and explain why this orresponds to anti-bunhing.3.3 Find hni and prove the Mandel's result Eq. (19). For �xed � what is the minimum of Q and whenis it obtained? C. Pn(t) in the long time limitWe now investigate Pn(t) in the limit of long times. We rewrite Eq. (7)P̂n (s) 1�  ̂ (s)s en ln[ ̂(u)℄; (21)then use the small s expansion for ase 1 and �ndP̂n (s) ' As��1e�Ans� : (22)Inverse Laplae transform gives (see exerise)Pn (t) ' IL�;t(n) (23)The PDF IL�;t(n) is alled the inverse L�evy PDFIL�;t(n) 1� tn1+1=�A1=� l�;1 " t(An)1=�# : (24)



5Here l�;1;1 (t) is the one-sided stable PDF whose Laplae pair is e�s� . Negleting small utuations forase 2 we have Pn (t) ' Æ (t� nh�i) : (25)To see this take the limit �! 1 in Equation (220 and then transform s! t.3.4 Derive Eq. (23) from Eq. (22) hint use (�n)�1 dds exp(�Ans�).3.5 Show that Pn(t) in Eq. (23) is normalized aording to R10 Pn (t) dt = 1, namely in this long timelimit we must onsider the number of jumps as a ontinuous variable. Obviously Pn(t) � 0 henePn (t) is a PDF.3.6 For � = 1=2 show that Pn (t) � 1p� t�1=2e�n2=(4t): (26)Note that the peak of Pn(t) is on the n = 0, while hni � t1=2 hene the most likely observation ofn is far from its average.


